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About This Game

Crystals and Curses is a super challenging puzzle game where players must constantly alter their way of thinking to solve new
puzzles. Each world presents new mechanics that change the rules of the puzzles. There are boss battles, riddles, unlockable lore,

and secrets which we are not at liberty to discuss.

Welcome to Asterra, where the puzzles are cursed, the lobsters gamble, and riddles lead you somewhere you never expected.

Stargazers Equi and Nox journey across Asterra, shattering curses and adding members to their party. They must solve puzzles
that are ever evolving as they pursue the source of the terrible curses. Along the way, they meet haunted suits of armor,

enchanted flying hats, and ancient tree spirits. Are they doomed to die a fiery, puzzley death?

Note: Crystals & Curses relies heavily on teal, red, and white for puzzling mechanics. Those who are color blind may have
issues differentiating these colors. Our apologies, we do not support a color blind mode yet!
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Leapdoctor Games
Publisher:
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An original, fast paced action game.

Too hard for me and not my styled, stopped playing pretty fast.. This game is Great. I love the way the ship battles work. There
are tons of features packed into this game. And the puns be kraken me up!. Easily dismissed as a 2D-Portal copycat (funfact: it
sorta is, but bear with me), and though lacking in many aspects, it might still be sort of a fun game.

Yes, it has the same mechanics as Portal, and yes, it is 2D, but it is not only that. You have the space-wraping portal, but also the
- rotation portal which changes the direction of the gravity
- shrinking\/growing portal
- time-wrapping portal

The combination these different portals give raise to a myriad of possibilities for endless headache. Whenever you face a new
puzzle, however, you might still be unable to solve it: you might need to revisit that puzzle in the future. For this reason, the
game gives you the choice of spending some "power orbs" in order to reveal if you can solve a specific puzzle or not.

Which then brings the cons of the game. The map is huge and let me tell you, not fun to navigate at all. Curisouly enough, the
game is rather short: I have the feeling that if the puzzles would be presented linearly in their solveable sequence, this game
would have been even shorter. Also I felt like there could be more puzzles combining the portals, and the ending felt "lazy". Also,
this game screams for a little bit of a story in a comic\/sarcastic tone, but there is *nothing*, be warned.

The puzzles are solid, enjoyable and not overly frustrating but also nothing ingenious. Achievements are fine, except for "That's the
way to do it" which cannot be obtained in Linux. If you don't support the achievement in a supported platform, please, remove the
achievement, that didn't even need to be said. Otherwise the game gave me no headache in Linux.

So as a puzzle game, this is a good (short) game. It could have been more, but that's all that it is. It might be enough.. It is enjoyable
but not a great replacement for Games like Masters Of Orion or Galactic Civilizations. Those are much better games than this..
Game Information

Rescue Team is a Strategy game that was developed by Alawar Entertainment and published by Buka Entertainment.

Game Visuals

I want to mentioned that the visuals in the game is well done. The visuals can be adjusted in the game's option menu.

Game Audio

I want to mentioned that audio for the game is well done. Even though the audio is somewhat simplistic and repetitive. The audio
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can be adjusted in the game's option menu as well.

Gameplay

There is no difficulty game modes to choose from but all levels have their own difficulty.

There are six different islands with the total of sixty levels.

Careful planning is required because of limited of resources that are available. The resources need to be collected by the workers
manually.

There are few special power ups that helps complete the levels a bit quicker. The special power ups needs to be collected by the
workers manually as well. There is a timer attached to these special power ups.

Completing the levels in gold time pays out better than its' counter parts. There is an option of replaying the levels for better score
and pay out.

The money is earned from the completing the levels. The money is used to restore broken various structures. The ruin's location is
found under the 'Achievement' area. Each of the pair cost is a bit pricey.

Miscellaneous

Final thoughts: I have found the game enjoyable to a certain extent. The replay value for the game is low. I would recommend this
game, but not at the game's full price value.. The World's #1 Animal-based Food Simulator.
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I lovwd the Geneforge games. I used to play them when I was five, and they still are fantastic today. Get the Geneforge bundle,
though. One game costs 19.99, but the whole bundle is the same price! Or if you can wait, I got the bundle for 8 bucks on sale.
Fantastic series, 10\/10.. Good game even better with a controller. Big Hit VR Baseball is generally one of the big things I
wanted in a VR baseball experience: Batting practice. Homerun derby and homerun smashing all the way around is real fun.
First day I got it I probably swung at 800 or so pitches and my arm won't be feeling too great tomorrow.

PROS:
-Hitting is pretty smooth
-6 different pitches, 5 different difficulty (speeds) each, and the ability to spot pitches means fantastic variety
-Can change ball size for a little help or general fun
-Can change how hard the ball is hit and flies for REAL fun... Get to see balls soar over buildings and hit 800ft on a line
-Simple controls

CONS:
-Price: $25 is not really reasonable for the content provided in this game. I paid becuase I was willing to give it a chance so I
could give feedback in HOPES that the developers add new stuff or change a couple of the bugs I found
-Bug 1: So people have been saying the ability to refresh a pitch and reload the pitcher bugs out on them, some say they have to
reset for it to fix... I encountered this issue and my findings is that it glitches like that if you press the bottom button to open up
the Steam\/Vive menu (opening the in game menu to change pitch selections is fine, but the other way around will cause the
pitch to fail to be reloaded when you don't make contact). I don't know if this is the only reason it happens, but I started to
notice the pattern a couple hours in, then I was able to properly load all my pitches when I didn't look at the Steam menu during
a 450 pitch marathon.
-Bug 2: The achievement 'Measuring Tape' in which you hit a ball 800 feet failed to register for me even after hitting 4 balls
over 800 feet. I don't see any extra stipulations and I did it with HOF fastball, juice 5, ball x1 size.
-Can wear ya out pretty fast: Swinging a lot can hurt if you don't stop when you should, but otherwise it really can't hold
someone's attention that doesn't like just swinging a bat. It'd be nice to get to do a full 9 inning game, or some other things like
leaderboards for homerun derby's and homerun distances per pitch.

EDIT:
One thing I forgot to mention; it'd be nice if you could recalibrate and reposition the homeplate positioning in the play area. For
me it had the homeplate almost in the wall of my boundary, it wasn't much of an issue but it'd be nice to not have to worry about
swinging your remote into a dresser or a wall by moving or recalibrating a few inches back or so.

EDIT 2:
Another thing I just found out about the achievements... They fail to register and award you the achievements for hitting 10
homeruns in homerun derby. Yes I made sure the pitcher was Ace, ball was no greater than x4, and it was juice 3. Just another
bug that I hope can be fixed.. cool little top down zombie game where you are pretty much destined to die each time you do a
round, but the more you score the more you have to be able to upgrade to a better gun, its pretty tough and has a lot of things
built into the map itself that will kill you, so its a game to waste time on, not bad and very cheap! check it out!. It's fun and I got
it while it was on sale :) Very much worth it.
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